
Tableau Customer Advocacy Board Meeting  2010 – Q1 
 

1) Welcome to the 2010 Customer Advocacy Board – Elissa Fink  
2) Tableau Briefing – Christian Chabot  

o Formal welcome and reiteration of Tableau Mission  
o Update about health of Tableau as a company and disclosure about growth of company 

each quarter of 2009 – by revenue and transactions 
o Introduced and demonstrated Tableau’s new product line – Tableau Public 

 Tableau Public enables anyone to publish interactive data visualizations using 
their publicly available data on their websites or blogs for free. It has several 
limitations over the Tableau Desktop functionality; limitations include no files 
greater than 100,000 rows, only 50 megabytes of space to store online 
visualizations, and no data security (everything published is on the worldwide 
web for anyone to consume).  

 Tableau Public is helping people - particularly bloggers and journalists, tell 
stories and start conversations 

 The goal is to make data a first class citizen on the web like YouTube, the Flip 
camera, and Adobe flash did to video online. 

 How will CAB members benefit from Tableau Public?   
• Polishing end user interface to be easier, faster, and beautiful for all 

products 
• Increasing scalability fast – already hundreds of simultaneous users – 

will drive roadmap forward to a level of scalability unthinkable to the 
old traditional BI platforms. This will benefit internal and external 
deployments 

3) Product Roadmap – Dan Jewett  
• 5.2 – focused on ODBC mostly 
• 6.0 – Our in-memory data engine is core to this release. In addition, core visualization 

features include combination charts (e.g., bars and lines on same), page trails (e.g., 
similar animated graphics) and other features (e.g., heat maps for maps, parameters, 
relational hierarchies, more server interactivity, more server manageability) will likely be 
included.  

• Customer conference is our target for when 6.0 will go to beta 
4) Customer Briefing on Gaining Executive Level Sponsorship - Heather Torres, Director of Business 

Intelligence, AOL   
o It has been a full two years since Heather started using Tableau at AOL producing 

Human Capital Metrics. She now leads projects for BI for the Office of the CEO and she 
can intelligently discuss Tableau and has some real great users internally 

o Process for her recent successes:  
 Meeting Chief of Staff, CEO – propose a better way to do analytics 
 Deployed small server – low enough cost to justify deployment 
 Often technology decisions start with technologists, go to analysts, and then go 

to executive.  This wasn’t working at AOL, and she thought that a top-down 
approach would be more effective – as she had to drive a top-down cultural 
change to really value BI.  

 They started with the executive leadership team to build top of the house 
dashboard and then trickle down. She is using Tableau for the executive 
dashboards to see which executives get the value of visual interactive analytics. 



In addition, she paid a lot of attention to the middle layers to make sure that 
they were getting value from the analytics. 

 For the analysts, they are using Tableau as a litmus test to see which analysts 
can really increase productivity and if they are intellectually curious enough to 
explore more.  Or, is the analyst just trying to do reports – this would help to 
determine which analysts have the chops to deliver.  

 From the technologist, Tableau is helping to challenge them to structure the 
data in the most beneficial way possible. 

o Questions for Heather:  
 Andy C - Did Heather do any ROI analysis? We need to do some here at Oxford... 

– Yes, Heather did ROI analysis. She didn’t have an ROI – it was more about 
building a wonderful case to the CEO to do upfront work of what would 
motivate him.  She had some backup numbers from use cases in HR. 

 Lee Feinberg to Heather - Did you conduct a head-to-head against the installed 
product base -- and if yes can you share it?  Heather – Data visualization was the 
best part of their case – they took Excel comscore data that was 50 pages long, 
and she asked people to answer how long it took to answer the question with 
excel, with other products and with Tableau. She also wanted direct publishing 
capabilities from the analyst to the web environment without help from IT or BI. 
This made some developers nervous, but this really helped Tableau to win. 

 Was there another BI standard and how did you overcome this?  Yes, there has 
been a problem and there still is.  Heather is trying to pare down the amount of 
data that executives need to deal with and to help the quality of the data. 
Heather wants insights, she wants them highly visible, she wants the dashboard 
to look like an Apple Store (clean and crisp) when executives look at it. She 
doesn’t see this as a focus of the BI teams and the other BI software.   

 
5) Wrap-Up – Elissa Fink  

a. Thank you to CAB members and to all our customers who participated in Gartner Survey 
b. LinkedIn Group for CAB replacing the Ning social network group – they will be getting an 

invitation 
c. Customer Conference confirmed – August 30 - September 2 in Seattle at the Sheraton 

Hotel 
d. Next CAB meeting over web in early June – new CAB email list for topics, ideas, 

questions – 
e. Final thank you to Heather.   

 
6) Questions for Tableau (not provided in verbatim form) 

• “Is this your server farm? Security? Limits on uploads?” Christian discussed that there is no 
privacy or control of any kind on Tableau Public, by design. Dan reiterated that when views 
are published to Tableau Public, the view and the data is up on the web. Each person who 
creates an account on Tableau Public can create a workbook that has up to 100K of rows of 
data in it – the data must be first created as an extract if you are using Tableau Pro.  The 
product is intended for people, not organizations, we have quotas within the company 
accounts – overall capacity for the organization is 50 mb (not per person). 

• “If Dan doesn't cover it - can he explain what's new for the Excel add-in?” – Dan addressed 
• “One of the features we continue to get requests for is 'AutoPublishing' (having Tableau 

Server send out automated emails with PDFs and Excel crosstabs), where is this on the 



development map?” Dan answered that dev has discussed, but not on the roadmap for 
2010.  One of Tableau’s sales consultants has created the Tab Command that is a technique 
document to get scheduled images out of the system. This isn’t our ultimate answer, but it 
can help for now. We understand the need and desire, and we intend to tackle this at some 
point. 

• “The other request that we get is 'MetaData' management.  For example, allowing users to 
create their own groups and groupings in Tableau Server, and share those groupings and 
mappings.” Dan answered – he mentioned that this is for more objects, sets, calculations, 
etc. This is a great idea but far off on the roadmap. It would be great to do, but it is far down 
the task list right now. 

• “The conference -that reminds me - is the date confirmed (flights from the UK are getting 
more expensive by the week!)” Elissa announced conference dates at the end of call. 

• “Tell me more about Tableau’s position around saving data to www.”  Dan answered that 
the social aspect can’t necessarily help with people having bad judgment and saving 
something that they shouldn’t.  Part of this is an employee education – menu option is for 
Save to Public Web, so people would have to first create a public account which will 
reiterate to people that they have left the corporate secure world and have entered the 
public world.  This is more of a social issue than a Software issue. Tableau Public doesn’t 
enable anything that an employee couldn’t’ do right now with Flickr, Google Spreadsheets, 
Open Office, etc.  If the environment dictates that people need additional control, we can 
change the product keys. 

• “How does the in-memory analytics capability relate to Tableau Server?” – Dan answered 
about us enhancing the Tableau Extract and then publishing to Server to be fast experience 
as well.   

• “I have a question re: product roadmap: are you offering more support for cube data 
sources? And this may be related or not, but with the performance improvements in 6.0, 
will large dimensions load faster in desktop?” Dan answered that we still love cubes and we 
try to do more for cubes in each release. Dan doesn’t have a specific timeframes.  These 
features are in “smaller features”, so they aren’t outlined specifically on the broader 
categories in the roadmap, but Dan will get back to Tricia on her specifics. 

• “Could you ask the wider CAB group if anyone has any ROI analysis they have done and 
would like to share? We're in need of some good ideas to convince senior management.” 
Elissa and Heather mentioned that they would work together and share more information 
with the CAB.  

• “Refreshing all data extracts (on open or via a menu) would be a great feature.”  Dan said 
this is a great idea, but in the category of a small feature. Dan will ensure this is an active 
item to see if we can get that done. 

• “Is the conference during the week of Labor Day?” Elissa answered that it may be hard for 
some folks, but we will also have more online recordings, etc. This is the best choice given 
all the factors. 

• “What about Error Bars?  5.1 is very close. Can we round out that graph type?”  Dan 
answered that we have no plans for 2010, but each release we are trying to expand the 
types of visualizations that we can do in future years 

• “Any chance of adding a simple way to map a date to a fiscal period? Currently you can only 
choose fiscal month start.” Dan said we don’t any work on this yet, but he suspects this is 
more for custom calendars.  Time is important to Tableau, but there is more we can do 



around custom calendars.  It isn’t a 2010 item, but we want to keep hearing about these 
cases to think about for later. 

• “What's the right channel to advocate for customer feature development requests?  Sounds 
like earliest slot for development is 2011.” Dan said the CAB is great, as we take the 
feedback which gets more weight from customers from CAB.  Other ways are discussions 
with your Tableau account team (Dan does hear about those), let Customer Support know 
about these things – can make enhancement requests to support as they have a structured 
tracking system to log and track feature requests into a separate queue, forum posts are 
reviewed.  There are many ways to submit feature requests. The best approach is 
conversations with us – Dan and Chris are often pulled in when there is a specific issue that 
people are trying to solve. Discussions and specific case studies are much better than 
feature requests without context or description of what problem you are trying to solve.  
CAB members can also contact Dan directly. 

• “How to push the envelope around expression to add a lot more interactivity – flash, 
movement, music, etc. Page trails sound great. Question is if there was any other plans to 
help make the story come to life –envisioning something like a ‘Pink Floyd Laser Show’ – she 
wants people to be excited!”  Heather Torres said she was thinking about using Prezi. 
Bonnie Elliott said she has used but it is clunky as they have to take images out of Tableau 
and put into Prezi.  She would like to have all in the Tableau Interface.  Bonnie and Heather 
want to connect after the call.  Dan mentioned that there was nothing above Page Trails on 
the near term radar. Doing anything more around this is probably some time out. 

 


